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$4,000,000,000,000+ 
in COVID-19 federal relief dollars

"The biggest concern is 

demonstrating that multiyear public 

investment is actually in the interest of 

the American people...

“A lot of that will come down to 

execution...at the federal level and 

the state and local level... that’s 

where a lot of, I think, our focus needs 

to be on getting it right.“

Brian Deese, Director of the
WH National Economic Council

The New York Times



A vision for equitable recovery

“In the wake of the COVID-19 crisis, 
local leaders will rebuild better, 

generating higher-quality jobs and 
wealth creation opportunities in 

their local economies that advance 
economic and racial inclusion.”

— Rebuild Better 
Brookings, 2020



ARP can be used to both “rescue” and “rebuild better”. These are not mutually 

exclusive categories but will likely be staged

rescue

rebuild better

implement short-term, emergency relief measures 

invest in long-term economic and social transformation



Replace lost government revenue

Public health and safety

Local government fiscal stability + public health and safety are critical first-order 

conditions to enabling a sustained strategy

Rescue



Replace lost government revenue

Public health and safety

Connecting low-income communities and households to drivers of stability and, 

eventually, long-term mobility

Vibrant, Connected 

Communities

Housing relief

Digital connectivity

Food, Water, Safety

Housing affordability

Community wealth

Digital divide
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Replace lost government revenue

Public health and safety

Build the foundations for participation in a recovering labor market, and then invest 

in pathways to skill development and family-sustaining jobs

Vibrant, Connected 

Communities

Housing relief

Digital connectivity

Food, Water, Safety

Housing affordability

Community wealth

Digital divide
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Job Preparation and 

Wage Gains

Hazard Pay

Childcare

Summer Jobs

Career pathways

Youth development

Job quality
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Replace lost government revenue

Public health and safety

Stabilize vulnerable small businesses and then orient economic development 

approaches towards family-sustaining job creation

Vibrant, Connected 

Communities

Housing relief

Digital connectivity

Food, Water, Safety

Housing affordability

Community wealth

Digital divide
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Job Preparation and 

Wage Gains

Hazard Pay

Childcare

Summer Jobs

Career pathways

Youth development

Job quality

Job Creation and Quality 

Business Growth

Small business 
assistance

Tourism

Inclusive entrepreneurship

Small business productivity

Economic districts/corridors
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Early assessment of 11 cities, $2.6 b in FRF allocations

Akron

Austin

Cincinnati

Detroit

Kansas City

Memphis

Minneapolis

Seattle

St. Louis

Syracuse

Washington, DC

Replacing lost 
revenue*, 39%

Neighborhood/corridor 
investment, 8%Workforce investment, 

5%
Small business support, 

6%

Individual relief, 5%

Housing and 
homelessness, 21%

Public safety, 5%

Water, broadband, & 
lead abatement, 2%

Public health, 4%

Hazard pay, 1% Other, 5%

ARP Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Usage of $2.6 billion by category across 11 cities

Replacing lost revenue*

Neighborhood/corridor
investment

Workforce investment

* Cities were not always clear which funds were replacing lost revenue. For this graphic, funds were classified here if it was clearly indicated, if they did not seem to fit into 
permissible uses outside of revenue replacement, or if they were otherwise directed to normal city services.
Note: Data are based on officially proposed allocations from 11 cities: Kansas City, Minneapolis, Memphis, Akron, Austin, Cincinnat, Seattle, Washington D.C., Syracuse, 
Detroit, Cincinnati, and St. Louis. Many cities have not allocated the entirety of their funds.



What to fund, how to fund

Housing

Small business

Digital divide

Workforce

Neighborhood revitalization

What to fund

Funding maps

How to fund



Small business | avert destruction, then build small business ecosystem capacity

$35m

$27m

$75m

$2m $2m

Birmingham, AL
Population 212,000 (illustrative)

Rescue
Rebuild Better

Use SSBCI to seed “Rebuilding Funds” 
that build CDFI capacity



Broadband | provide emergency support, then organize priorities through digital 

equity offices and plans

Digital Equity Offices and Plans can organize 
high-value projects for this funding

$388 billion 



Five key takeaways

1. Stage strategically. Relief needs to move quickly; rebuild better strategies will require 
time and planning. 

2. Draw on the existing ideas pipeline. Existing strategies likely have a wealth of policy 
ideas; don’t forget what has been planned!

3. Bake in durability. Strategies must be either short-term in impact or have a built-in 
sustainability mechanism, but only one of those investment types builds long-term 
institutional capacity. 

4. Place matters. Governments have tremendous flexibility to support low income 
populations, especially those in qualified census tracts. 

5. Orchestra conductors, not first violinists. Government should build processes that 
engage external stakeholders. 



For more insights, visit 

https://www.brookings.edu/interactives/

metro-recovery-watch/ 

https://www.brookings.edu/interactives/metro-recovery-watch/
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